
TUDYKA

Poetik Rock
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The sound came from the East

The breath from the South.
To the West, home.
Keep cool in the North.
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More than Rock

Poetry. Three languages.
Europe who wants to cross
the Urals. Touch, smell, meet
the Middle Kingdom.

John Shamir   &   Fabien Mornet
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Acoustic  trio

a deep and contrasting
voice, a composition that
oscillates between rock and
poetic song and finally, 
a passionate interpretation.
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Poetry

A complete artist who
invests in the many
fields of creation. And
that is something we
hear, see and feel. In her
songs, she switches from
German, her mother
tongue, to English and
French with unusual
facility. And Tudyka,
accompanied by Fabien
Mornet on guitar and
John Shamir on
percussion-drums, leads
us into her universe with
a communicative joy, a
beautiful sensibility and
an unwavering pleasure
in sharing.
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First album release 

at the FNAC and on Deezer,
Spotify (October 2018,
"Shine Bright", Dooweet
Agency), 
in collaboration with Patrice
Courtois et John Shamir,
production.
Caroline Tudyka, Patrice
Courtois, John Shamir -
arrangements, 
Fabien Mornet - Guitars,
Nicolas Chelly & Jean-
François Conche - Bass,
Roberto Pisanu - Drums
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Some highlights

Chouftouhonna Festival -
National Theatre of Tunis,
Tunisia
Exiltheater - Bruchsal,
Germany
Péniche Antipode, Le
Barboteur, Maison Heinrich
Heine - Paris, France
Rex Theater - Wuppertal,
Germany
"Les Mots de Minuit", France 2
Television
Radio FIP (France), Rockradio
(Berlin) and independent
broadcasting radios
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Media are conquered

“Heavenly and earthly poetry "Tudyka
interweaves in her Franco-Anglo-
German songs a magnificent sweet
and rhythmic poetry, melancholy
and soothing. acoustic and
electronic. A very beautiful universe
with enveloping melodies allowing
the rock spirit to come out of its
cocoon by dub atmospheres."”
(Samuel Zlatoff, Fnac St.Lazare -
Paris, 2018)
 
"I totally got captivated by your rich,
deep vocal style on "o mensch" and
"die liebe" proved to be equally as
epic and heavy too.....fantastic music
that your work..soulful and soaring
and very dramatic. Loved it!"
(Mikewhitepresents - DJ Group from
UK London, 2017)
 
""Shine Bright"- an extraordinary
album! An intoxicating mix of French
& German, passion and sadness
collide in a Nietzschean universe. Her
voice is equal measure rock & folk,
and can startle and soothe. One
listen and you'll be hooked!"(Luc
Laventure/Editorial Director France
Television, 2018)
 
"She takes to the stage, slowly but
surely. An electro groove with
inspired lyrics and a sensual, husky
voice which electrify the senses. Do
not miss TUDYKA's next concert."
(José Da Silva / Stage Director, 2018)
 
""Tudyka, leads us into her universe
with a communicative joy, a
beautiful sensibility and an
unwavering pleasure in sharing."
(Valérie Passelègue, journalist at
Radio France Internationale, 2018)
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Contact

Caroline Tudyka
49 Avenue Jean Jaurès
93450 Ile Saint Denis -
France
 
0033 (0)6 80 96 37 11
postmaster@tudyka.com
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Links

https://www.tudyka.com/en
https://soundcloud.com/tudyka
https://www.youtube.com/user/tudyka
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